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GOGE DAO 
$GOGE LITEPAPER V.1 

ABSTRACT 

A purely peer-to-peer, virtual and blockchain based version of life, currencies and nation 
states, would allow all living beings on the Internet a truly connected and equal world; 
universal citizenship, basic natural freedoms, electronic economies, borderless cultures, 
truly decentralized autonomous community governance, digital identities in a digital 
society that exists in perpetuity on the network, and without the need for physical means. 

INITIATIVE 

GogeDAO, token symbol $GOGE, is an innovative, experimental, and community- based 
project, aiming to revolutionize the digital and offline worlds as the first and most 
decentralized true DAO. $GOGE was created to unite humans throughout the universe, 
ensure freedoms, spread love, fight hate and global inequality, directly changing the 
world through the power of blockchain technology, all while making crypto truly fun. 

Goge was born as DogeGaySon in early 2021 during the Doge family member trend within 
the beginning of the meme coin era, being the 1st LGBTQIA+ token to exist and the 1st 
Doge token with dividend yield automatically paid in $CAKE, and the 1st token to be an 
official currency of the 1st virtual micronation Gogeland a project and movement truly for 
ALL human beings. 

Creating an international, safe, and ever growing permanent virtual community for all, and 
building an ecosystem for holders to use their $GOGE and changeable automatic rewards 
in the digital and real world. Engaging community members and citizens in daily activities, 
games, events, and being a bridge, connecting people from all backgrounds and 
orientations across the world. 

We believe that true global equality and the pursuit of happiness should be accessible to 
all people worldwide. That's why we are a direct peer-to-peer internet and crypto- based 
community that welcomes everyone to join.
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CORE VALUES 

We believe irrespective of place of birth, residence, language, gender, race, 
nationality, religion, sexual orientation or citizenship of the existing earth 
states, all living beings are created equal, and natural freedoms must be 

protected. We aim to unite the future humanity as trans ethnic, transnational, 
trans religious, ethical, fair, peaceful, looking into the infinite universe, based 

on equality and dignity of every human being. 

GOGE DAO believes that ALL people have a right to Life, Love and Self 
Governance of Finances! No one; not government, company, group or person 

should interfere with or prohibit those natural rights. 
“Freedom to life, Freedom to love, and Freedom to self-govern finances.” 

FREEDOM OF 
SELF 
GOVERNANCE 
OF FINANCES 

All people have 
the right to 
freely self-
govern their own 
finances, without 
interference, 
control, or 
authority from 
any other party, 
whether being a 
person, country 
or nation. 
Through the use 
of blockchain 
technology, true 
financial 
freedom can be 
achieved. 

FREEDOM TO LIFE 

Everyone has the 
natural inherent right to 
life, liberty and security 
of person. We believe 
no person shall 
arbitrarily be 
deprived of their life, no 
matter who they 
are or where they are 
from. 

FREEDOM TO LOVE 

Love is love. We 
strongly support every 
being, we believe 
everyone is entitled to 
equal rights worldwide; 
nobody should 
experience 
discrimination or 
persecution because of 
who they love 

PEER TO PEER 
COMMUNITY / 
GLOBAL 
EQUALITY  

Created by friends, 
for friends. A direct 
peer-to- peer internet 
and crypto based 
community that all 
are welcome to join! 
We are truly 
inclusive, diverse 
and aim to be a 
bridge, connecting 
humans across the 
world from all 
backgrounds, 
religions, 
nationalities and 
orientations. We take 
pride in our collective 
mission to support all 
people worldwide 
towards global 
equality and the 
pursuit of happiness. 
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ABOUT THE TEAM 

In a REAL, truly decentralized DAO each holder is a team member and shares 
responsibilities and powers, making the success of the DAO reliant on its members. 

The creators consist of a diverse and inclusive team of friends and artists from all corners 
of the world, representing various backgrounds and walks of life, with inclusion woven 
into our very fabric. Notably, some of our founding members identify as LGBTQIA+, while 
others are allies. Regardless of background, all team members support global equality 
and bring a wealth of knowledge and experience to their respective fields. Our team 
values diversity and welcomes people from all backgrounds, religions, cultures, genders, 
and personal preferences. 

Unfortunately, some LGBTQIA+ members live in countries where being LGBTQIA+ is a 
criminal offense, with evidence of the death penalty still present in 9 countries. 

Safety, security and longevity of the project as well as our community are top priorities as 
still in large portions of the world it’s everyday dangerous and deadly for hundreds of 
millions if not billions of people to exist freely. GOGE is a social movement and no 
individual should ever overpower or overshadow, neither the movement nor the 
decentralized technology. With the growth of web3 social media, PFP culture and 
anonymity being valued over publicity, and rampart prejudice / disconnect in traditional 
web2 social medias, a global cultural shift is taking place and humans are connected like 
never before; the possibility for certain freedoms existing is a reality closer like never 
before. 

The hope for our future humanity lies heavily in technology, and truly all good things 
needs people who care. 

We have chosen the path of anonymity, like many great crypto-pioneers before us, 
inspired by the anonymous Pancake Swap development team and Bitcoin’s creator 
Satoshi Nakamoto. The $GOGE team has founded another true anonymous monetary and 
civil solution amidst a world of corruption, inflation and hate. In this case, for everyone’s 
safety and security and the project's longevity, we will follow in our icon's footsteps 
regarding the anonymity of the creator(s). 
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THE $GOGE TOKEN 
$GOGE is the MOST UNIQUE project ever made in the history of Blockchain, Crypto, Defi, 
DAOs, NFTs, Micro-nations and the Metaverse! 

Goge is many things, a meme coin, a true DAO, a movement, a symbol of LGBTQIA+ and 
human equality, a micro-nation that exists virtually with a live metaverse, a community, the 
cutest dog logo in crypto and a message! Similar to a rainbow that resembles a bridge 
with various beautiful different colors, Goge exists as a bridge to connect humans across 
the world through blockchain technology, no matter what color one likes, it exists in the 
rainbow, much like Goge and its colors / various unique elements! 

Originally Goge was born a meme coin during the rise of meme coins in 2021, specifically 
those inspired by the trend of Dogecoin family members and rewards (dividends) tokens, 
BabyDoge, Daddydoge, Mommydoge, Uncledoge and so on (all of which no longer exist 
apart from one). We believe that in a lot of families and places across the world, the 
LGBTQIA+ family member is often left out, and in many cases excommunicated or worse. 
In a space dominated by “crypto bros” and where every day new strong communities arise 
around animated animals, we believe Goge is needed in the space to simply exist and also 
represent those not represented yet. The web3 community is made up and built by all 
kinds of people, with all types of unique differences that make humans special. 

In a world where homophobia dangerously exists still and change is crucial, we’ve created 
a new movement for human equality for all, similar to the pride movement but with a 
different approach. In web3, we can all be friends, we believe Change Begins On Chain! 

GIVING BACK- AUTOMATIC CHANGEABLE REWARDS & CHARITY 

$GOGE is currently the largest $CAKE rewards token (PancakeSwap’s native token), in 
fact since going live Goge has bought and automatically rewarded around 1.5 million in 
$CAKE to holders in only the first year! With GogeDAO the automatic rewards can be 
changed by the holders through the system of proposals and votes, for example one month 
the automatic rewards could be Bitcoin, the next Doge, the next Cake, even Goge! The 
rewards get sent directly to your 
$GOGE holding wallet! 

In only a few months and despite existing during one of the worst economic times in 
history, achieving an all-time high market cap of 17.7 million dollars, gifting over 20,000 in 
prizes and donating over 10,000$ to multiple different LGBTQIA+ charities including Trans 
Lifeline, Human Rights Campaign and Outright Action International! 

Goge is very proud to be able to donate and support these causes with our international 
community and to continually support different LGBTQIA+ charities that are heavily 
underfunded! Goge exists to be a safe space for all, to ensure freedoms of governance of 
finance, to push for freedom of life and freedom to love worldwide and support those with 
our common goals. 

Goge proudly exists as a LGBTQIA+ project in a world of hatred and violence, being a 
place all are welcome to be apart and can be wherever there is internet, as well as 
advocating and bringing awareness to these issues that are everyday costing human 
lives. Without our community, none of this would be possible, we believe all humans are 
beautiful and we love all alike, our international family grows larger and stronger every 
day and we continue to spread something different and needed in the space and the 
world, Love! 

What we have growing and what we are is something truly special, we are building bridges 
to change the world! 
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GOGELAND - MICRONATION / METAVERSE 

Goge is solidified in history forever, having built and achieved more than even the leading 
projects in our field, in fact we’re one of the only Defi projects with a live and hand built 
metaverse, Gogeland, the 1st official LGBTQ+ Metaverse to exist for ALL people! 

Over many months our team hand built our custom and massive metaverse for Goge, 
complete with Goge Town Square including our colossal CZ Binance statue! Some of the 
features and regions of Gogeland includes: The Capitol city, New Goge City, Crypto Qutie 
Island, Goge Colosseum, The Goge Coast, Gogeland Theme park, our DAO government 
building, Goge gardens, the museums district, Goge University, Goge Colosseum the De- 
financial district, The BSC news building, play and earn events, ultimate trivia, games, 
treasure hunts with crypto rewards, and so much more, with $GOGE being an official 
currency! Not to mention the ongoing treasure hunts in our Metaverse for various prizes! 

With GOGELAND, we officially declared ourselves the 1st virtual crypto based micro 
nation, and 1st Nation with a DAO government, our nation exists virtually and will be fully 
community driven with our DAO! 
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GOGE NFT PASSPORTS 
What is stronger than a community but a country? Community members can officially 
become $GOGE citizens for life with the world’s first ever NFT passport from Goge / 
Gogeland! 

They are 3D animated, designed & created from our amazing art team! One of the many real 
life utilities we are building for the $GOGE ecosystem! Our passports are even more unique 
than any ordinary physical passport and will provide citizens with exclusive benefits, special 
secret surprises, with all the traditional passport uses, holders can also collect them all and 
add to their NFT collection! We aim to make it possible so one can personalize their 
passport as well as add stamps and stickers to their $GOGE passport of places visited in the 
massive metaverse and their favorite NFT collections! We have already airdropped 
hundreds of our 1st edition NFT passports to holders as gifts. 

In the future we believe all forms of identification and official documents will be digital, 
existing securely and verifiable on the blockchain as NFTs and we wanted to take the title as 
the first to do so. We are the first project / nation in the world to utilize blockchain 
technology / NFT passports as official digital identity documents. 

$GOGE passports are the first digital versions of an official document issued by a 
government, certifying the holder’s identity and citizenship and entitling them to travel 
under its protection to and from foreign countries that acknowledge Gogeland as a 
legitimate nation state! 
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GOGE DAO - 1st TRUE 
DAO 

A DAO, or decentralized autonomous organization, is a digital organization that operates 
on a blockchain, meaning that it is decentralized, transparent, and autonomous. It is 
managed and run by its members, who hold tokens that represent ownership and 
decision-making power in the organization. 

In a DAO, decisions are made democratically through a voting system, with each token 
holder having a proportional vote based on the number of tokens they own. This allows for 
a decentralized decision-making process, without any centralized authority or hierarchy. 

DAOs can be used to govern and manage all types of organizations, businesses, 
communities, and even virtual micro-nations. They have the potential to revolutionize the 
way we organize and operate as a society, allowing for more equitable and decentralized 
decision-making. 

GogeDAO is an internet native entity / organization that is owned and managed by its 
members, and it is significantly large in size. DAOs are the next generation of business 
models, where every member has a voice and the resources to enhance the world as a 
united community, such as GogeDAO. DAOs have treasuries that are frequently protected 
by a checks-and-balances mechanism, such as a distributed multi-signature wallet, to 
prevent unauthorized access to funds and guarantee that community collaboration and 
consensus determine access to funds. The assets collected from different sources of 
contribution are used based on the voting by members on the optimal approach to 
achieving the organization's mission. 

DAOs offer transparent and trustless activity records, which fosters a highly collaborative 
organizational culture. Together anything can be achieved. 
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JUST DAO IT - GOGEDAO 

GogeDAO is an innovative on-token project, with a unique approach that has established 
it as the world's first community-owned Developmental, Marketing, and Community DAO. 
Unlike other projects, GogeDAO has no team tokens or centralized ownership, giving full 
autonomy to token holders to govern and direct the development, marketing, and 
advancement of the project. 

Developmental DAO  is fully focused on growth and progress, with its token contract 
incorporating DAO functions that enable developers from around the world to propose 
development work, which is then subjected to community voting. This platform offers 
unlimited opportunities for members to bring their ideas to life including changes to the 
token and DAO themselves! 

Marketing DAO  is fully focused on promoting the project, with its token contract also 
incorporating DAO functions that allow holders to submit marketing proposals and ideas, 
subject to community voting. Once passed, the funds are released from the marketing 
allocations and utilized to complete the approved marketing campaign, maximizing 
exposure and adoption. 

Community DAO  is fully owned by its community of holders, who have voting power on the 
advancement of the entire project. Every holder is considered part of the team, creating a 
fully decentralized and democratic structure that enables equal participation and 
ownership in the project's governance. This ensures that every decision made aligns with 
the community's interests and preferences. 

Overall, GogeDAOs unique approach establishes it as a trailblazer in the decentralized 
space, providing a level of community-driven decision-making and participation that is 
unparalleled in the industry. 
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In our pursuit to promote the ideals of GOGE, we aim to leverage technology to create and 
strengthen communities worldwide. Thanks to technological advancements, the world is 
more connected than ever before, and individuals have greater power at their fingertips. 
By working together, we can achieve the impossible, and true decentralization can only 
be realized through the collective efforts of its members. 

A successful long-term project should be planned with the future in mind, spanning 
several hundred years and beyond. With the average human lifespan ranging between 60 
to 80 years, it is important to establish a True DAO that can operate seamlessly even after 
the founders or key personnel are no longer around. 

True decentralization means being free from human control or dependence. The 
blockchain provides technological perpetuity and immortality, unlike humans who are 
mortal and prone to error. The Bitcoin network is an excellent example of true 
decentralization, relying solely on its users to function without any governing powers. 
However, many blockchain-based projects are still heavily centralized, with one person or 
a small team having complete control over crucial aspects such as token ownership, 
marketing wallets, and smart contracts. This practice of heavily centralized control & 
power over a project from one or multiple human essential entities is extremely 
dangerous, easily compromised, far riskier and extremely outdated and old fashioned in 
our technologically advanced world. 

For many projects, it unfortunately only takes one thing to happen to the owners/ 
developers and the entire project is unable to do anything and is indefinitely terminated, 
this problem is easily solved with a true DAO, introducing Goge DAO, the world's 1st true 
DAO! 

Goge Council, or BFF (Best Friends Forever) - The Goge Council or BFF is a group of 
prominent GogeDAO members with extra responsibilities, duties and powers, all are 
welcome to apply to join! True decentralization will be achieved over time and certain 
power and responsibilities will be transitioned by the Goge Council. 
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GOGE DAO - JUST DAO IT 

In a true DAO, all holders have power via proposals and votes, $GOGE token holders are 
not just community members but also team members and citizens of Gogeland. The era of 
« Devs » is over… no human should be an unchecked power or essential part of any 
project, especially when it’s involving funds, true decentralization is true security. 

Now with GogeDAO, if you are a holder you have just as much power as a Dev or the team 
of developers, if one wants something, propose it or vote for it! 

GOGEDAO is the world’s 1st real DAO, a true DAO, fully decentralized, autonomous 
organization fully on-chain, as well as the 1st DAO with automatic changeable rewards 
and first project to feature stake-to-vote technology! 

In a True DAO, each holder becomes a part of the team, and with GogeDAO each holder 
becomes a citizen of Gogeland! 
In contrast to the more common, more centralized controlled projects whereas one team 
or person is in charge and has complete authority and control over the entire project 
including all project wallets, the design of a true DAO is owned and operated by each 
token holder and encourages community based direct action. 
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DAO FUNCTIONS 

 "tax Change” - proposal for changing taxes

 “funding” - proposal for sending Dao-owned funds to someone (i.e., send funds to a

crypto influencer for marketing)

 "update Dividend Token” - proposal for changing the dividend token (i.e., change

from CAKE to BUSD)

 "update Marketing Wallet” - proposal for changing the marketing wallet

 "update Team Wallet” - proposal for changing the Team Wallet

 "update TeamMember” - proposal to add or remove a Team member (i.e., wallets

that get paid on a monthly basis using funds from the Dao)

 "update VetoAuthority” - proposal to add or remove wallet that has the ability to veto

a proposal

 "set SwapTokensAtAmount” - proposal to update the amount of tokens that the

contract waits to accumulate before selling them for fees.

 "set BuyBackAndLiquifyEnabled” - proposal to enable or disable the auto

buyback/liquidity mechanism

 "set CakeDividendEnabled” - proposal to enable or disable the dividend paying

mechanism

 "set MarketingEnabled” - proposal to enable or disable the marketing fee

 "set TeamEnabled” - proposal to enable or disable the team fee

 "update CakeDividendTracker” - proposal to update the dividend tracker

 "update Bot Fees” - proposal to update the fee that bots are charged

 "update Bot Blocks” - proposal to update the number blocks at launch during which

a wallet is flagged as a bot

 "exclude From Fees” - proposal to exclude an address from fees

 "exclude From Dividends” - proposal to exclude an address from dividends

 "update Gas For Processing” - proposal to update the gas used for processing

dividends

 "update Minimum Balance For Dividends” - proposal to update the minimum number

of tokens an address must hold to receive dividends

 "add Bot” - proposal to blacklist an address

 "remove Bot” - proposal to unblacklist an address

 "migrate Treasury” - proposal to migrate Dao-owned funds to another contract

 "set Quorum” - proposal to update the minimum percentage of the supply needed to

be voted for a proposal to pass

 "set Min Poll Period” - proposal to update the minimum time period for a poll to be

open

 "update Governance Token” - proposal to update the token that is used for voting

 “other” - used for non-smart contract controlled things, such as changing the flag of

the metaverse
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GogeDAO / $GOGE was created on the Binance Blockchain (BEP2) through the Binance 
Smart Contracts family (Binance Smart Chain - BEP20). Binance Chain BNB (BEP-2 
format) was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary focus is to facilitate fast, 
decentralized (or non-custodial) trading. 

Binance Smart Chain ($BNB (BEP-20 format) is best described as a blockchain that runs in 
parallel to the Binance Chain ($BNB). Binance Smart Chain ($BNB) boasts smart contract 
functionality, fast and low fees. 

The design of the GogeDAO was specifically created as a dividends token / rewards token 
to help accelerate growth and generate value, by having another token as our rewards 
token, holders are encouraged to hold $GOGE and receive passive income as the project 
and community grow larger! Since Goge has gone live, almost 1.5 million dollars has been 
automatically bought and rewarded back to $GOGE holders! There isn’t any need to sell 
$GOGE for gains and hurt the price / market cap, as holders benefit for holding by 
receiving passive income that they can then use to buy more $GOGE or for any 
purpose! 

AUTOMATIC CHANGEABLE REWARDS - The 1st project to feature automatic and 
changeable rewards including rewards percentage % for holders through the GogeDAO 
process of proposals and votes. 

STAKE-TO-VOTE TECHNOLOGY - Innovation made in house, to ensure security and 
fairness throughout the proposals and voting process 

The $GOGE smart contract has a built-in function that takes: 

10% taxes on each transaction, using these funds to buy and redistribute $CAKE or other 
altcoins to $GOGE holders. 

 6% of each transaction is used to reward holders in Binance-Pegged $CAKE 
initially and can be changed at any time by the DAO. Redistribution of rewards is
automatic, every 60 minutes (or when the rewards pool has been filled the threshold
amount) and is based on the token’s volume as well as respective to the holder’s
current token balance.

 4% of the tax goes to the marketing / team / buyback, of this 2% is used for our buy 
back function to balance the dividend sells and 2% percent is 
used for marketing/ team, to ensure we can continue to grow our community and
further develop our project long term.
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TOKEN DETAILS 
NAME: GogeDAO 

SYMBOL $: GOGE 

GOGE TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000,000 

GOGE CONTRACT: TBA. 

NETWORK: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20) 

GOGE PRESALE DATE: TBA 

PRESALE SOFT CAP: TBA 

PRESALE HARD CAP: TBA 

MINIMUM CONTRIBUTION: 0 

MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION: No Max 

PRESALE TYPE: Private Sale 

PUBLIC SALE LAUNCH: Pancake Swap 

TOTAL TAX: 10% 

6% Automatic Rewards 

4% to marketing/team/

buyback
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LEGAL 
DISCLAIMERS 

Information Published in the Whitepaper 

The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not 
authorized and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, or 
advice of any kind. You act at your own risk in reliance on the contents of the whitepaper. 
Should you decide to act or not act you should contact a licensed attorney in the relevant 
jurisdiction in which you want or need help. In no way are the contributors to the 
whitepaper responsible for the actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or not taken by 
you in reliance upon the whitepaper. You are not authorized and nor must not should you 
rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business advice, or advice of any kind. 

Involvement Risks 

The team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by 
you. Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any 
financial decisions. By purchasing Goge, you agree that you are not purchasing a security 
or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or 
taxes you may incur. 
You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide 
any support or services. You agree that by purchasing or exchanging Goge tokens you 
may not claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction or activity from Goge, nor any of the 
Goge team members, nor any other third-party. Any functionality of the Goge application, 
the Goge Token as well as the Goge Project mentioned within the present whitepaper is of 
purely technical nature and not related to any legal claim of a Goge token holder. 

Copyright © 2021 Goge Token. 

All Rights Reserved. Compliance with Tax Obligations 

The team does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Always make 
sure that you comply with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 

No Warranties 

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis without any warranties of any kind regarding 
the whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials, and/or services provided on the 
whitepaper. 

Limitation of Liability 

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the contributors to the whitepaper be 
liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, 
or loss of data arising out of or in any way connected with the use of the whitepaper. 
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Future Statements 

There may be matters in this whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such 
statements are subject to risks and uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to place 
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. The actual results or events that 
transpires afterwards may be different from what is implied here. The team shall not 
guarantee the accuracy of the forward-looking statements outlined in this whitepaper. 
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Twitter:  @GOGE_DAO 

Instagram: instagram.com/GogeDAO 

Telegram:  t.me/GogeDAO 

Website: GOGE.CO 

https://twitter.com/Goge_DAO
https://www.instagram.com/gogedao/
https://t.me/GogeDAO
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